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Visual Servoing of a robotic endoscope holder based on surgical
instrument tracking*

A. Agustinos1, R. Wolf1, J. A. Long2, P. Cinquin1,3, S. Voros4

Abstract— We propose an image-based control for a robotic
endoscope holder during laparoscopic surgery. Our aim is to
provide more comfort to the practitioner during surgery by
automatically positioning the endoscope at his request. To do
so, we propose to maintain one or more instruments roughly at
the center of the laparoscopic image through different command
modes. The originality of this method relies on the direct use
of the endoscopic image and the absence of artificial markers
added to the instruments. The application is validated on a test
bench with a commercial robotic endoscope holder.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laparoscopic surgery is a minimally invasive technique
which accurately reproduces the principles of conventional
surgery with minimal physical trauma. Surgeons can perform
an operation on the abdomen through small incisions in
which trocars are positioned, allowing for the insertion of
surgical instruments and the endoscope. Compared to con-
ventional surgery, laparoscopy offers many advantages for
the patient: the significant reduction of the size of incisions
allows a decrease in intra-operative bleeding, risk of infec-
tion, post-operative pain, and duration of hospitalization. In
return, laproscopic surgery is much more complex to perform
than open surgery: the constraints are mostly ergonomic [1],
with a reduction of instrument mobility due to fixed insertion
points on the abdominal cavity, a loss of tactile sense, a
limited field of view and a need for a good coordination of
the surgeon and the assistant manipulating the instrument. In
this paper, we focus on the last issue: the surgeon no longer
has direct control of his vision, which can disrupt the hand-
eye coordination and requires perfect teamwork with the
assistant. Several studies have shown that precision handling
of the endoscope by the assistant during long operations can
be degraded over time with tremors and contacts with the
surgical site [2], [3].

To overcome the challenges related to the manual manip-
ulation of the endoscope and potentially eliminate the need
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for an assistant during laparoscopic surgery, this task can
be entrusted to a robotic endoscope holder (REH). The
first REH AESOP R© [4] and its successors have improved
precision and stability of the endoscopic image. However,
these robots are often bulky and have basic commands
(left, right, up, down, zoom in and zoom out). Several
works have been conducted to automate the control of
REH by tracking surgical instruments. The aim is to avoid
decomposition of the robot’s displacements by a series of
orders and to have fluid and rectilinear trajectories in the
endoscopic images. The majority of these works uses color-
based approaches (e.g [5], [6]) where surgical instruments
are detected using the color information and often artificial
markers in the images. Several works have also been carried
out on the semi-automatic manipulation of instruments (e.g
[7]). However, unlike automated movement of REH, the
automatic navigation of surgical instruments by a robot
instrument holder (RIH) into the abdominal cavity remains
dangerous. In [7], a laser is projected onto organs to deter-
mine the distance and orientation of the instrument. This
allows to position automatically the instrument in safety.
Tele-manipulated systems such as the DaVinci R© [8] also
allow to move instrument with a master/slave control. In
this paper, we also demonstrate the feasibility of controlling
a RIH that is not rigidly linked to a REH. We propose
a semi-autonomous control of a lightweight REH able to
follow standard surgical instruments and keep them centered
in the endoscopic images. Our method for the localization
of surgical instruments [9] is briefly presented Section III.A.
A vision sensor based control was established to control
the REH (Section III.B) and track instruments with several
control modes in the image (Section III.C).

II. MATERIAL AND SYSTEM CALIBRATION

A. Material

The REH used in this study is the lightweight, body
mounted ViKY R© [10]. More than 300 surgeries have been
performed worldwide with the system since its commercial-
ization. It has three degrees of freedom (DoF) (shown in
Fig.1(a)) with three motors, each corresponding to one DoF.
Two control interfaces are available for its clinical use: a
voice command and a control footpad. The camera used
is an OLYMPUS OTV600 CCD (Charge Coupled Device)
designed for laparoscopy (resolution of 470,000 pixels). The
endoscope used is an OLYMPUS WA53000A. We digitize
the laparoscopic images using an external acquisition card
from IC Imaging Source, which acquires images at a reso-
lution of 720x480 pixels and a frequency of 25 Hz.



B. System calibration

To combine measures in the image to the reference frame
of the robot, several calibration steps are necessary.

1) Endoscopic camera calibration: Our method for the
3D localization and orientation of an instrument in the cam-
era frame (see Section III.A) requires an intrinsic calibration.
It is performed using Zhang’s procedure [11], which has
been extensively validated by the community. This intrinsic
calibration allows computing the 3D view line in the camera
frame which corresponds to a 2D point in the image.

2) Modeling of the robot ViKY R©: For the modeling of
the robot, the classical approach of Denavit-Hartenberg [12]
has been used. This permits determining the direct geometric
model 0TEF of the robot, i.e the rigid transformation between
the robot’s reference frame R0 and the end-effector frame
REF (see Fig.1(a)).

3) Hand-Eye calibration: In order to link image points
to the reference frame of the robot, we need to solve a
hand-eye calibration problem. This involves estimating the
rigid transformation (rotation and translation) X between the
camera frame Rc and the end-effector frame REF of the robot
(see Fig.1(b)).

(a) ViKY R© (b) HE calibration

Fig. 1: a) The ViKY R© robot endoscope holder, b) Geometric
relationship X between the camera frame Rc and the end-
effector frame REF of the robot.

The HE calibration is performed by measuring displace-
ments of the system {end-effector/camera}, as shown in
Fig.1(b), where A is the rigid transformation resulting from
the camera motion, B is the rigid transformation resulting
from the motion of the end-effector of the robot and X is
the unknown rigid transformation between the camera frame
and the end-effector frame. Finding X corresponds to solving
the system AX = XB. This system is solved using Tsai’s
approach [13], which consists in taking multiple shots of a
calibration chessboard for a series of movements N of the
robot (where N > 3). We have a sterilizable calibration grid
at our disposal that can be used in surgical conditions.

III. METHOD

In this section, we present a few command modes to
control the ViKY R© based on the visual servoing of surgical
instruments. In III.A. we briefly present the instrument’s
localization method and detection of the instrument tip. In
III.B. we present our visual servoing control, that exploits the

calibration step presented in the previous section. In III.C.
we present the different commands that we implemented.

A. 3D localization of surgical instruments

For clarity, the proposed method for the 3D localization of
surgical instruments based on the analysis of 2D laparoscopic
images is briefly described here. The reader may refer to [9]
for a more detailed description of each step of the method.
• An initialization step consists in locating the 3D inser-

tion point of each instrument in the patient’s abdominal
cavity, providing strong constraints for the localization
of the instruments in the laparoscopic images.

• A 3D geometrical instrument model (a cylinder of
known diameter and length) represents the instrument
in 3D. All the possible orientations of the instrument
inserted through an insertion point I are represented by
a geode centered on I. The geode is decomposed in
cells, on which particles are sampled corresponding to
candidate locations of the instrument.

• Based on this model, and the camera calibration, the 3D
axis of the instrument in the camera frame is found
using the CondenSation algorithm [14]: particles are
sampled on the geode surface randomly and converge
to the geode cell that corresponds to the instrument’s
orientation, based on image measurements. As we will
show in the results section, the choice of the number of
particles is important.

• Finally, once the 3D orientation of the instrument in
the camera frame is known, the camera calibration is
used to project the 3D axis in the laparoscopic image
to obtain the 2D axis of the instrument. The position
of the instrument’s tip is searched along this 2D axis.
In this step the CondenSation algorithm is also used.

It should be noted that what we call the “instrument tip”
detection, is in fact a detection of the end of the tool shaft.
However, since we detect with our method the instrument’s
axis in 3D and since the laparoscopic tools have normalized
sizes, it is very easy to compute the actual tool tip by adding
an offset length to the detected shaft/tip interface, along the
3D axis of the instrument. One advantage of our method is
that if the tip is obscured by surgical stage, the target will
still match the visible end of the tool. This means that the
instrument is not “lost”, which is not the case when artificial
markers are used and are hidden by overlapping structures
(see Fig.2(b)).

B. 2D visual servoing control of the robot endoscope holder

For our application, we want to use information provided
by a vision sensor to control the movement of the REH.
Our aim is to control the movement of the camera to
keep the tip of surgical instruments at the center of the
laparoscopic image. We accomplish this by minimizing the
error e, between a desired state of the target s∗ (the image
center), and its current state s (the tool tip position in the
image). To do so, we chose to use a state-of-the-art 2D visual
servoing control approach (image-based control) [15].



(a) Visible tip (b) Occluded tip

Fig. 2: (a) Typical example of a tool detection: projection
of the 3D tool’s axis (pink line), borders in the image
(blue lines) and tool tip (green dot).(b) When the tool tip
is invisible, the green tip corresponds to the tip dectected
by our method the yellow tip correponds to the probable
position of the real tool tip).

C. Proposed command modes
In this section, we present four simple possible tracking

modes that all use as input the instrument’s localization
method and robot control presented in the previous section. It
should be noted that several studies have been conducted on
the recognition of a surgical step [16], [17] in laparoscopic
surgery. We thus consider that, in term, it will be possible
to automatically choose between several tracking modes
according to the surgical step.

1) Tracking of a single instrument: When only one instru-
ment is present in the image, we follow its tip as determined
in Section III.A. We consider two tracking modes, namely
direct and “degraded” tracking. For the direct tracking
mode, the tip of the instrument is tracked continuously (see
Fig.3(a)). For the “degraded” tracking mode, the tip of the
instrument is only tracked if it exits in a zone centered in
the image (see Fig.3(b)). The direct mode tracking could be
interesting for the exploration of the abdominal cavity and
the degraded mode for a suturing gesture where the surgeon
might need a stable image except if the instrument leaves
the field of view.

(a) Direct mode tracking

(b) Degraded mode tracking

Fig. 3: Detection of a single instrument in the field of view.
The tip of the instrument is represented by a green point. The
red lines and the yellow axis correspond to the borders of the
instrument and its axis. In (b), the instrument is not tracked
inside the blue rectangle while in (a) tracking is continuous.

2) Tracking of several instruments: When two instru-
ments are present in the image, the instrument to track can be
selected by identifying its insertion point (see Fig.4(a)). The
single instrument tracking could allow the surgeon to choose
during the surgery which instrument is more suitable to guide
the camera. Let us note that the tracking of the intersection
of the instruments is also a possibility (see Fig.4(b)), but we
must still study its interest and feasibility in clinical practice.

(a) Single instrument (b) Intersection mode

Fig. 4: Detection of two instruments in the field of view. The
chose primitive is represented by green point.

D. 3D insertion point update

The localization method presented in [9], makes the
assumption that the camera is fixed. However, during the
visual servoing, the camera moves and the coordinates of
the insertion point for a given position of the camera are
no longer correct and must be updated. The insertion point,
determined in the initialization step (Section III.A.) for a
reference position of the camera, can easily be updated using
the Hand-Eye matrix X and the geometric model 0TEF of the
robot (Fig.5):

Pi+1 = X−1
0TEFi−1

0TEFi+1XPi (1)

Here, Pi and Pi+1 are the insertion points for the positions i,
i+1 respectively, in the mobile camera frame. To compensate
for the errors in the computation of the new insertion point
that can be due to an imperfect geometrical model of the
robot, an imperfect Hand-Eye calibration and small move-
ments of the insertion point, we add Gaussian noise to the
position of the insertion point. This noise is a 3x1 vector in
which each component follows a normal distribution N(0,5),
the standard deviation of the displacements being selected
from previous work [18]. This allows us to vary randomly the
position of the insertion point in 3D space at each iteration of
the instrument’s localization algorithm. Hence, the algorithm
can converge to the couple {insertion point, instrument’s
orientation} corresponding to the “best” detection.

E. Towards the control of a robot instrument holder

An extension of the work presented above is to position
a RIH towards a target at a desired orientation and depth.
To do so we use our instruments localization method to find
the geometric transformation between the REH and the RIH.
Then the robot’s geometric models are sufficient to localize
the tip of an instrument manipulated by the RIH. Compared
to the REH control, we have a deported camera and we must
control three DoFs (the RIH’s orientation and depth). To



Fig. 5: Determination of the insertion point for two succes-
sive positions of the robot.

demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, we use a second
ViKY R© mounted as IH. However, the automatic navigation
of an instrument in the abdominal cavity can be dangerous
so ultimately, the best solution would be to use this approach
with a co-manipulated RIH.

The control of the RIH, requires us to know the geomet-
ric transformation T (rotation and translation) between the
camera frame Rc of the RIH and the reference frame R0 of
the RIH (Fig.6). The relationship between a 3D point P0 in
the reference frame of the robot and the same 3D point in
the camera’s referential Pc can be expressed as :(

Pc
1

)
=

(
cRo

3x3 cto
1x3

0 1

)(
P0
1

)
(2)

where cRo is the rotation and cto the translation matrix
of the transformation T. The translation cto is determined

Fig. 6: Geometric relationship T between the camera frame
Rc of the REH and the reference frame R0 of the RIH

by finding the insertion point of the RIH using the same
method as the one used to find the insertion point of an
instrument (initialization step of Section III.A.). The rotation
cRo between the camera and the reference frame of the
RIH is then determined by measuring 3D coordinates of the
instrument’s tip in the frames R0 and Rc for N displacements
of the robot. Due to our localization method, we can compute
the 3D position of the instrument in the camera frame Pc.
Thanks to the geometric model of the RIH, we can determine
the 3D position of the instrument in the RIH’s frame P0:

for 1 < i < N, Pci−c to =c R0P0i, where N > 3 (3)

We can determine cRo by solving the linear system (5)
using a SVD decomposition coupled by a RANSAC [19] to
eliminate the outliers.

IV. RESULTS

We performed several experiments on a test bench con-
sisting of a surgery trainer box on which the robot ViKY R©

is directly positioned, and a piece of meat as background.
For the computations, we used an Intel Xeon PC 2.67 GHz,
3.48 GB RAM. To calibrate the camera, we used a 4x7
planar chessboard with 7 mm square size. The calibration
procedure involved taking 20 images of the chessboard
pattern for different orientations and depths covering the
entire work area. For the Hand-Eye calibration, a series of 12
robot displacements for which the calibration chessboard was
visible was automatically performed. As described in Section
II.B, we solved the system AX = XB using the measured
robot displacements and computed calibration chessboard
displacements. To validate the whole calibration process, we
computed the average reprojection error for the image set
of the Hand-Eye calibration. An example of five camera
calibrations and Hand-Eye calibrations are shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Result of camera and Hand-Eye calibrations

RMS error intrinsic
calibration (pixel)

RMS error hand-eye
calibration (pixel)

0.398 9.3
0.34 7.8

0.359 10.1
0.295 9.8
0.354 8.2

We deem the camera calibration is accurate in the sense
that all calibrations exhibit sub-pixel errors. The Hand-Eye
calibrations have a maximum reprojection error of 10.1
pixels. We consider that an error detection of the instrument
tip of 10 pixels, is sufficient for our application. Indeed,
the automatic positioning of the REH does not require sub-
pixel precision. Moreover, a 2D visual servoing is robust
to calibration errors [15]. Finally, as we will see in Section
IV.C. our localization method allows us to compensate for
calibration errors thanks to the random noise that we added
to the insertion point.

A. Localization method: precision and computation time

The compromise between computation time and precision
plays a significant role in our application. This compromise
is essentially determined by the number of particles used. In
Table II, we have listed the computation time and associated
error in relation to the number of particles used to detect the
instrument’s 3D orientation.

From our experiments, we deem that the optimal trade-off
between speed and accuracy is reached when using 1000
particles.



TABLE II: Precision and computation time of the localiza-
tion method

Number of particles Frequency (Hz) 2D Angular error
500 16.1 1.22

1000 12.8 0.74
2000 10.6 0.72
5000 7.4 0.56

B. Single instrument tracking

Fig.7 shows sample images acquired during the execution
of the 2D visual servoing to track an instrument tip in the
image. In Fig.7, the red circle represents the center of the
image and the desired position of the tip and the green circle
is the current position of the tip. Fig.7(a), (b), show the
evolution of the scene during positioning task. (c) shows the
3D camera velocity (rad/s) and (d) the error s− s∗ (pixel).

(a) Initial image (b) Final image

(c) Camera control velocities (d) Errors in the image

Fig. 7: Results the tracking of single instrument.

For this experiment, λ was empirically set to 0.25 which
permits the choice of the convergence velocity. After about
45 iterations, about 4 seconds (at a frequency of 12 Hz), the
error on each coordinate was less than 0.5 pixel.

C. Tracking of two instruments

Fig.8 shows the images acquired during the execution
of the 2D visual servoing to track the intersection of two
instruments.

For this experiment, λ was also set to 0.25. After approxi-
mately 40 iterations about 6 sec (at a frequency of 7 Hz), the
error on each coordinate is inferior to 1 pixel. It should be
noted that small variations in the detection of two instruments
in the image involve an oscillation of the point corresponding
to their intersection. This results in oscillations in the errors
curves in the image and control camera.

(a) Initial image (b) Final image

(c) Camera control velocities (d) Errors in the image

Fig. 8: Results the tracking of single instrument.

D. Accuracy of the insertion point update

We first performed an experiment to evaluate the errors
induced by the computation of an insertion point when the
robot is fixed at the reference position: we computed 10 times
the insertion point for the reference position of the REH
using the initialization step of the localization’s method. We
obtained a mean error of 6 mm relative to the gravity center
of the 10 insertion points.

In a second step, we estimated the precision of the update
of the insertion point using the HE calibration (Section
III.C.), with and without the addition of Gaussian noise.

Our procedure consisted of :
(a) computing the position of the insertion point for a

reference robot position, as given by the insertion point
initialization method of Section III.A. (ground truth)

(b) moving the REH to 10 different postitions
(c) computing the insertion point using the inialization

method for each “new” robot position
(d) moving back the REH to the reference position
(e) estimating the position of the 10 insertion points using

the HE calibration and robot model, as given by equation
(10)

(f) estimating the positions of the 10 insertion points of e)
with addition of Gaussian noise in the tools localization
method

These computations are illustrated in Fig.9: the red dot
corresponds to the insertion point of (a). The blue dots
correspond to the 10 insertion points computed using (e) and
the green dots correspond to the 10 insertion points computed
in (f) where Gaussian noise was included.

Fig.9 shows that the addition of Gaussian noise increases
the accuracy of the insertion point estimation compared to the
imperfect Hand-Eye matrix and robot model alone. Indeed,
the mean error for the insertion point measurements with
Gaussian noise compared to the ground truth was evaluated
to 5.25 mm, compared to 38.98 mm for the insertion point
measurements without Gaussian noise.



Fig. 9: Comparison of the new insertion points computations,
with and without noise.

E. Accuracy of the geometric transformation between the
camera and the RIH

To evaluate the accuracy of the calibration between RIH
and the REH, we have developed a simple command of the
RIH. This command consists of controlling the movement of
the instrument so as to position its tip at a given position in
the image with a fixed insertion depth. This servoing is only
based on the calibration and the REH and RIH geometric
models. A printout of a surgical image has been used for the
background. The evaluation consists of:
(a) computing the 3D instrument’s tip (P0) in the RIH

reference frame
(b) estimating this point in the camera’s frame (Pc) using

the rigid transformation T defined in Section III.E
(c) projecting (Pc) in the image thanks to the camera’s model
(d) comparing it to the manual identification of the tool’s tip

in the image.
The calibration between the camera and the RIH is rela-

tively accurate with a mean error of 13 pixels on 30 images
between the estimated and the real position’s tip.

V. CONCLUSION /FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have presented several control modes of
a robotic endoscope holder, using an image-analysis based
method for the instruments localization that does not require
artificial markers. We have shown that it is possible to
minimize the errors of calibration and localization of the
instruments using Gaussian noise around the insertion point.
We have also demonstrated that it is possible to use the in-
strument’s localization method to estimate the transformation
between a robot endoscope holder and a robot instrument
holder and to control the positioning of an instrument.

In future works, these methods should be evaluated in
conditions closer to the clinical reality (cadaver experiments),
in order to evaluate the feasibility of the whole process in
more realistic conditions. This will also allow us to work
on the surgeon/robot interface using, for example, footpad
or voice command to start or stop control modes of robots.
Using GPU programmaing could be an interesting way to
improve the computation time of our method and thus gain

precision. In the case where a REH and a RIH collaborate,
the real-time image based localization of instruments would
be unnecessary, thanks to the calibration and robots mod-
elling. However, it could be useful as a background task for
online recalibration.

This opens the possibility to have a non-rigidly lightweight
robotic environment allowing a cooperation between a robot
endoscope holder and a robot instrument holder.
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